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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

Detection of second-layer cracks around fastener holes in two-layer airframe structures is a high-
priority need of the United States Air Force. The desired inspection mode is an eddy current
approach that can be accomplished with the fasteners in place and that positions the probe on the
outside surface of the first layer. This approach presents a challenging problem because second-
layer cracks must be detected through the first layer, and the first layer attenuates the eddy cur-
rents. In addition, the geometrical configuration of the layers and of the subsurface structure
complicates the inspection because they can result in signals that mask the flaw signals.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

Southwest Research Institute was funded by the Air Force to address the problem by developing
a second-layer inspection technique to be applied with the fasteners in place. The primary objec-
tives were to (1) develop a laboratory breadboard eddy current inspection device for second-
layer structure, (2) optimize the eddy current technique, and (3) demonstrate reliable detection of
second-layer 2.54-mm radial-length, fastener-hole cracks in realistic airframe structure with a
first-layer thickness of 6.35 mm.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The technical approach involved (1) optimization of probe design using three-dimensional elec-
tromagnetic field models of probes, (2) investigation of probe excitation modes and signal proc-
essing to discriminate among flaw signals and structure noise, (3) application of two-dimensional
scanning combined with color imaging of the data to allow spatial patterns of structural indi-
cations to be more easily separated from crack indications, (4) development of a laboratory bread-
board inspection system for evaluation of the above approaches, and (5) evaluation of the bread-
board using specimens typical of aircraft structure and containing common structural variations.

SCOPE OF WORK

Probe design considered both cup- and segment-core configurations as excitation coils and vari-
ous orientations and positions of sensor coils with respect to the exciter. The highest sensitivity
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to second-layer flaws and best disrimination among flaws and structure were obtained with a

segment-core exciter with the outer leg of the core covering an 85-degree segment, along with a
sensor oriented normal to the specimen surface and placed near the core outer leg. This probe
was used in a mode where circumferential scans around the fastener were made at different

radial positions to form a two-dimensional scan. Presentation of the data in two-dimensional

color images improved discrimination among flaws and structure. An alternate approach using a

symmetrical cup-core exciter and linear raster scans, combined with color imaging, showed

potential for a rapid inspection that requires essentially no probe alignment. The sensitivity, how-

ever, is reduced compared to the circumferential scans.

CONCLUSIONS

In the breadboard evaluation, the project goal of detecting a 2.5-mm second-layer flaw through a

first-layer thickness of 6.4 mm was achieved in eight of the nine specimen configurations evalu-

ated with this layer thickness. The evaluation included structure geometries containing second-
layer edges, first-layer edges, adjacent fasteners, different fastener sizes, different flaw orienta-

tions around the hole, and fasteners of different materials (titanium and steel). In the case of a

first-layer edge, where detection of a 2.5-mm flaw was marginal, a 3.8-mm flaw was readily
detectable. In specimens supplied by WIJMLLP, where adjacent fasteners were spaced more

closely and caused interfering signals, a 2.5-mm flaw was detected through a 4.5-mm first layer
by comparing the signal patterns from adjacent holes. In a similar specimen with a 6.9-mm first

layer, a 2.5-mm flaw was not detected. Also, a 2.5-mm first-layer flaw was detected.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Results of the project demonstrated that detection of second-layer flaws using eddy current is

feasible and can be applied to many aircraft structure configurations. It is recommended that the
circumferential scan technique be validated on a larger specimen set consisting of actual aircraft

structure and then developed into a field breadboard system. An improved multifrequency mix-
ing approach and an improved probe design for magnetic fasteners should also be investigated.

The feasibility of combining linear raster-scan technology for second-layer inspection with the

McDonnell Douglas MAUS HI system (currently being developed for WL/MLLP) should be
investigated. This system could provide the mechanical scanning and possibly the instrumenta-

tion for implementation of a high-speed, second-layer linear raster-scan inspection.
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PREFACE

Many of the figures used in this report were originally color images. The black and white
reproduction process causes a loss of quality. Color copies of these figures may be obtained by
contacting the contractor.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM

The United States Air Force has an operational need to reliably detect second-layer cracks

around fastener holes in two-layer airfirm structres. Inspection techniques such as removal of the

fastener and insertion of a rotating eddy current probe in the fastener hole or the use of radiography

have significant disadvantages. Therefore, the Air Force has recognized the importance of develop-

ing an eddy current (EC) inspection that can be accomplished with the fasteners in place. This
presents a difficulty because second-layer cracks must be detected through the first layer, and pene-
tration through the first layer causes significant attenuation of the eddy currents. In addition, the

geometry of the second layer and underside of the first layer are typically nonuniform in the region

of the fasteners; these geometric variations complicate the inspection.

Typical configurations of two-layer aircraft structures, T-38 and C-5A wings, are shown in

Figs. I and 2, respectively. The T-38 configuration is for the fastener connection between the skin

and a spar, and the C-5A configuration is for a wing-skin splice joint. Many other configurations,
some more complex, exist in these and other aiurcraf The EC responses to structural features, such

as those shown in these figures, typically limit the sensitivity of the EC inspection because they can

produce large signals which mask or complicate the response from cracks. For example, the T-38
structue has a very significant change in first-layer thickness in the fastener regions; the edges of the

second layer are also in this region. The C-5A smtcture has edges of both the first and second layers

in proximity to the fastener; an integral rib in the second layer is also present. All of these features

can result in large background signals. Other factors can also interfere with the inspection. These

include the thickness of the layers, presence of adjacent fastener holes, type of fastener material, and
size of the fastener.

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The project had three objectives.

(1) Develop a laboratory breadboard EC inspection device.

(2) Optimize the EC technique for the inspection of second-layer structures while the fas-
teners are in place.
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(3) Reliably detect 2.54-mm radial length cracks emanating from the fastener hole in the

second layer where the first-layer thickness is 6.35 mm-

The inspection had to be performed with a probe placed on the surface of the first layer and with the

fastener in place. A crack at any angular location around the fastener hole also must be detected.

Display of crack indications must include the angular position of the crack, depth of the crack in the

structure, and layer in which the crack is located; and the display should be shown in real time. In

order to accomplish these objectives in actual aircraft structures, the EC inspection system had to

suppress the variations in EC response caused by nonrelevant background sources, which can

strongly interfere with flaw dettction. These sources include the shape of the structure; the presence

of first- and second-layer edges and ribs or spars in the second layer, variations in the thicknesses of

both layers; and variations in the distance between fastener holes, in the distance between the holes

and the edge of the layers, and in the hole diameters. In addition, the system must be able to compen-

sate for the differences in sensitivity caused by different fastener mater: ' e.g., steel, aluminum,

and titanium).

1.3 TECHNICAL APPROACH

The technical approach employed the following five elements given in 1.3.1 through 1.3.5.

1.3.1 Jvom ent of T h-mn aI Electmmagntic Field Models of Probes

ensure the best signal-to-background ratio, it was essential that the exciter and sensor be optimized

for second-layer crack detection. This was accomplished using a computer model to study exciter

core configurations and sizes, sensor location and orientation, and excitation frequencies.

1.3.2 gnet of Probe Excitation Modes--Probe excitation modes were investigated

for obtaining multiple-frequency data. These included time-dependent frequency (chirp) and multi-

ple, discrete-frequency excitation. [Previous work showed that multifrequency as well as pulsed

data can be easily realized by chirp waveform excitation (1,2).] The multiple-frequency data from

the excitation modes were coupled with computerized multifiequency mixing. Multifrequency exci-

tation and mixing takes advantage of the frequency-dependent penetration of ECs into the structure.

The low-frequency signals are necessary to penetrate into the second layer to detect flaws, but they

also are sensitive to first-layer structure r-I to other variables such as off-centering of the probe (for

circumferential scans). The high-frequency signals do not penetrate into the second layer, so they

contain only the first layer and other (e.g., off-centering) responses. Computer mixing of these

3



signals can help remove the responses contained in the high frequency from those in the low
frequency and, thus, can help remove extraneous signals.

1.3.3 "_C.Mo of'FoDmni• S ni-•t.•l•,• with Color" Lau, ina.--lbog•

structure and other extraneous signals can be reduced by probe design and mixing, they cannot be
eliminated. An imaging technique, therefore, was used that allows tolerance of structural indica-
tions. This approach relies on two-dimensional scanning and presents the data in a two-dimer A,
color image. The image allows spatial patterns of structural indications to be more easily se, A
from crack indications than if only one-dimensional data (e.g., from a single scan around the fas-

tener) were presented.

1.3.4 Dvo n of a Laborto Bmdboad In o n Sy= for Evaluation of the

&WIDb--A laboratory breadboard system consisting of probes, instruentation, and mechanical
scanner was developed. Probes were designed based on the computer model. The itation
consisted primarily of existing laboratory equipment and the computer-controlled scannr was based
on existing equipment modified as required.

1.3.5 Evaluation of the Breadboard Un S~nciben TyX'" of Aircraft Structur and ConI-

tii Ti'a Strctural Variatios-.The breadboard system was optimized and evaluated using
s typical of aircraft structure. The specimens included structural variables such as first- and
second-layer edges, adjacent fasteners, fasteners of different sizes, fasteners of different materials

(titanium and steel), and different flaw orientations with respect to edges.
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2. MODELING

The purpose of the modeling was to

(1) Define a probe con (excitation coil and sensor) that maximized the signal from a
second-layer flaw while minimizing unwanted signals from surounding structwe such as first-
and second-layer edges and

(2) Determine optimum excitation frequencies and method of excitation.

A comy available, three-imensonal, finite-element computer program (Electromagnetic
Analysis System frm MwNeal-Schwendler Cop.) was leased and installed on a Sun-4 wokstation
for modeling calculaions. Details of the modein are described in section 2.1 for probe design and
21. for frequency detmination.

2.1 PROBE DESIGN

The probe confi on consisted of an exciter to induce eddy currents in the structure and a
sensor to detect variations in the eddy current flow caused by flaws. The objectives of the exciter
design were (1) to obtain a high curent density in the second layer because the flaw signal is prop-
tional to the current density and (2) to confine the current to an area immediately adjacent to the
fastener and away from edges in the strmuure to reduce the response from the structure. The objec-
tives of the sensor design were to determine the optimum sensor location and orientation to max-
imize the flaw response and minimize the structure response. The probe design considered the
following items:

(1) Comparison of axisymmetric (cup-core) and nonaxisymmetric (segment-core) exciter
configurations

(2) Variations in the radial and arc lengths of the segment-core arm

(3) Response from a crack in the second layer

(4) Response from second-layer geometry (rsnce of a second-layer edge)

5



(5) Sensor position and orientation

(6) Type of fastener material (magnetic or aomagnetic)

2.1.1 F•G--.The exciter consisted of a coil and a magnetic (feite) core. Both axisym-

metric (cup-core) and n symmic (egment-co) i were considered in the model.

TM model eonotries for both ca a show in Fig. 3 along with wing-strucam geometry.
Views in the figu are for a slice through the cross section, sn only half of the probe and structure

geomeay is sbown. Initially, tianum fastener material was used; for the segment core, an initial arc
lengkh of 45 degres was selected. In the figure, blue represents the core; yellow, the coil; orange,
the fastenr, and gree, the wing structure. Fig. 4 shows the physical dimensions used in the

model

Fig. 5 smws the crent distrbutions (frequency of 500 Hz) in the structure, with red
equal to the highest current density and magenta the lowest. The cup core gives a larger region of

high current density near the sfce (red area). The segment core produces a current density that

falls off less with depth. (At the bottom of the strumcm near the fastener, the current density with

the cup core has decreased to dark green; the segment cor has only decreased to liHt gren.) This

currmet-density distribution suggests that the segment core will provide a better response from cracks

in the second layer.

For radial distances further from the fastener (e.g., under the outer leg of the core),

current densities in the second layer are about the same (dark green) for both cm te so the pres-

ence of second-layer structur (e.g., an edge) in this region would produce about equal responses.
The segment core produces a localized region of high current density in the e al dction

comp-,-d to the cup core, which produces high current density around the entire fastener circum-

ference. For cicumferelA scanning of the probe, therefore, the segment core will produce a more

localized flaw response. For these reasons, the segment core should produce a stronger, more

localized flaw response compared to the cup core, without a penalty of an increased response from

second-layer structure. Thus, the segment-core configuration was selected for further modeling.

Additional modeling of the segment core involved variations in the radial length and

angular width of the outer arm of the core. Figs. 6 and 7 show the results for arms having the maxi-

mum and minimum radial lengths (dimension L in Fig. 4 of 4.0 and 10.4 mm, respectively) con-

sidered in the study; both arms in this case have an angular width of 45 degrees (again, only half of

6
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the probe is down in the plots). The shaoer core (Fig 7) produces a higher currt density n ter
fastener thug is deeper within the sMcUtex cohpared to the longer core (Fig. 6). Note that the region
of medium current density (yellow) extends to the bottom of the structure for the short arm, where
the long arm only produces a smaller curent demsity, as represented by liH green in the same ar
Thus, the shone am should produce a stronger signal from flaws in this area comped to the long
a. In addition, the radial extent of the current is less for the short arm, whnch should reduce the
res. ponse from stucur.

Fig. 8 shows the current-density calculations for the short arm length, but with the
angular width increased from 45 to 90 degrees. The 90-degree width produces a somewhat broader
region of high current density in the angular direction, but a higher current density deeper within the
skin than did the 45-degree width. The moderately high current-density region (orange) extends to
the bottom of th layers for the 90-deree segment, but ends well below the bottom for the 45-degree
segment. No anpgar widths greater than 90 degrees were modeled because this would have ex-
tended the high current-density region over a larger angle, thus resulting in a broader response from
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the flaw as the probe was scanned circumferentially. Based on these results, a core having a short

arm length and an -ngular width of 90 degrees was determined to be the best choice for an exciter

design, with a core having a width of 45 degrees a secondary choice.

Exciter models were also performed using a steel fastener, which is ferromagnetic.

Fig. 9 is the current-density plot for the same probe configuration and excitation frequency as in

Fig. 7. Comparison of these two figures shows that the use of a magnetic fastener causes a major

change in the current distribution. This happens because the magnetic fastener provides a low reluc-

tance path for the magnetic flux leaving the central core of the probe. Flux is conducted down

through the fastener and then up around the edges of the fastener and back to the probe. This pro-

duces a current density that is more uniformly distributed around the fastener than was the case with

a nonmagnetic fastener.

Fig. 10 is another view of the same calculation with the probe and fastener removed

so that the current density on the inside of the fastener hole can be seen. The unexpected result

shown here is that the magnetic fastener causes the current density to peak avay from the segment-

core arm and away from the crack region. If, therefore, the segment-core probe is used with a mag-

netic fastener, the signal should be influenced more by the unflawed area around the fastener in the

first layer than by a crack under the segment-core arm and at the bottom of the second layer.

A new probe configuration was investigated in an attempt to improve the situation

with magnetic fasteners. The probe shown in Fig. 11 is a shielded version of the basic segment-core

design. Ferrite shielding was added across the top of the probe and around the sides except for an air

gap near the top. Additional shielding was added on the bottom except for the region next to the

arm. The idea was to shunt the flux from the central core to the outside shield, thus preventing induc-

tion in the magnetic fastener except under the segment-core arm. The partial air gap near the top is

intended to force more flux through the arm and down into the crack region.

Current-density plots for the shielded segment-core probe are shown in Figs. 12 and

13. The ferrite shielding served its intended purpose, as the current density now peaks in the crack

region and falls off rapidly away from the crack region. A price is paid, however, for this improved

localization of the current density. The peak current density with the shielded probe is reduced by

about a factor of 3 relative to the unshielded probe, which would reduce the flaw response. Also,

when the shielded probe is used with a nonmagnetic fastener, the current magnitude and localization

13
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are poorer than with the unshielded probe. In addition, the shielded coil is a diffwult configuration
to fabricate. TMs, while the shielded c oe offers some advantages, it also has significant disad-

vantages, and testing would be required to determine how well it actually performs.

2.1.2 Mr.-Cackulations were performed to deamine the best orientation and position

of the sensing coil with respect to the exciter for both cup- and segment-cor . This

was done by determining the ratio of the flaw response with respect to the response from a second-

layer edge for different sensor orientations and positions. The objective was to determine the best

sens• placement by maximizing this ratio.

Fig. 14 shows the geometry for a second-layer edge, and Fig. 15 is an enlarged view

of the geometry for a second-layer crack. Calculations were performed for the simple geometry
(Fig. 3 bottom) aad the geometries in Figs. 14 and 15 (frequency of500 -Hz). The purpose was to

detrmine the cumnt densities in the structue and the associated magnetic-field densities above the

structur when the sem would be located. Because the sensor output is proportional to the mag-

netic-field density, the field density is repesentative of signal levels from the flaw and structure.
The field density was calculated at the positions shown by the red blocks in Fig. 16 to deumine the
effect of sensor radial position.

The response from the crack was determined by subtracting the flux density for the

simple geometry (Fig. 3 bottom) from the geometry with the crack (Fig. 15). The response of the

second-layer edge was determined in a similar manner [by subtracting the flux density for the simple

geometry from the geometry with the second-layer edge (Fig. 14)]. Because the primary interest is
in mximizing the crack signal with respect to the geometric signal, these data were used to compute
a ratio of the flaw signal to the second-layer edge signal. These ratios are shown in Figs. 17 and 18

for the segment-core and cup-core configurations, respectively. These figures show the ratio vs.
radial position of the sensor for both the vertical and radial components of the magnetic field.

(Because of the low level of the circumfmertial component, meaningful results were not obtained for

this component.)

For the segment core (Fig. 17), the maxinmm ratio was obtained with the radial com-

ponent for sensor positions near the center portion of the core (small-sensor radial positions). The

vertical component was relatively insensitive to sensor position, as the ratio was similar for all

sensor positions. For the cup core (Fig. 18), the maximum ratio for the radial component was also
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obainmed nero the center portion of the core, but the ratios were somewhat smaller than for the seg-

mwnt cre. This suggests that the segment core would provide somewhat better results than the cup

core.

2.1.3-The optimum excitation frequNmcy range was determined by

calculating the response from a crack as a function of frequency for different sensor orientations and

positions. Figs. 19 and 20 illustrate the effect of varying the excitation frequency. The data plotted

here are the changes in magnetic-flux density caused by the presence of a second-layer crack as a

function of sensor position. The sensor are oriented so as to measure either the radial or vertical

flux; sensors are positioned along the line from the center of the probe to the center of the segment-

core arm, as indicated by the red areas in Fig. 16.

At lower frequencies, the radial flux component shown in Fig. 19 has a strong peak

for sensor positions about 2 to 5 mm from the central core. The peak response for this sensor orien-

tation is about 500 to 1000 Hz. At the highest frNuencie (5000 and 10,000 Hz), the flaw signal is
qFoximately zero, as expected, because the skin depth at these frequencies is too small to allow the

field to penetrate to the flaw position.

Fig. 20 is a similar plot for the vertical flux. Once again, the maximum flaw signal is

obtained for sensor positions near the central core. The optimum frequency seems to be in the 500-

to 2000-Hz range, although it is not as clear in this case as for the radial flux because the vertical

component data have more scatter. At the highest frequencies, the signal was again about zero, as

expected.

2.1.4 Modelin- VerificationlAll calculations of flaw signals and all results on the effects

of geometric variations involved two steps: Calculate the sensor response first for the unflawed case

with a simple planar geometry. Next, repeat the calculation with the flaw in place or with some

change in geometry. The predicted changes caused by the flaw or by a variation in geometry are the

difference in calculated sensor response for the two cases. Unfortunately, the differences are almost

always a very small fraction of the total signals, and the precision of the result is therefore suspect

To verify that the calculated flaw and geometric signals give at least the correct trends and may

therefore be used for probe-design purposes, a new approach for calculating signal changes caused

by flaws and geometric changes was developed. In addition to the first two steps, the new method
requires a third calculation with bound&y conditions derived from the results of the first pair of

calculations. The third calculation provides a direct prediction of the change in signal caused by the
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flaw or gbomeic change and should therefore be much more accurae than the diferencing method.
Application of the proper boundary conditions is, however, a tine-consuming task; and it was not
feasible to use this approach for all cases. Instead, a few cases of flaw-signal calculations were per-

formed to compare with data obtained by the differencing method.

To provide an estimate of the uncertainty in the previous results, calculations of flaw
signals were performed with the new method as a function of frequency and sensor position for the
conditionS correSpo ndin to those of Fig. 16. Tle new results confirmed earlier results as far as sen-
sor position was concerned, but the frequency dependence was much stronger than that obtained
earlier. In particular, flaw signals at higher frequencies were much smaller in the new calculations
than in the results obtained by the differencing method. Although the high frequency error is
significant, it has no bearing on the course of the experimental work because flaw-signal measure-

ments are conducted only at low frequencies.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT/LABORATORY BREADBOARD

3.1 SPECIMENS

The specimen set used for the laboratory experiments consisted of preliminary specimens for
preliminary tests, specimens containing structural variables typical of those encountered on aircraft
structure, and specimens containing laboratory-grown fatigue cracks supplied by WLJMLLP. The
specimens are described below.

3.1.1 Sneimcm-A set of preliminary specimens was fabricated for initial

CAeI ents to evaluate probe response. The second layer consisted of a 6.4-mm-thick aluminum
plat and various thicknesses of plates (from 1.6 to 6.4 mm thick) were used as first layers. The
plates cowU be configured to obtain the following geometries: (1) fastener hole away from any
edges and a simulated crack emanating from the second-layer hole, (2) fastener hole located 9.5 mm
from the edge of the second layer to simulate a second-layer edge in an aircraft structure, and (3) the
same configuration as (2) but with a crack emanating from the hole (crack orientation perpendicular
to the edge direction). Two simulated cracks (saw slots) with dimensions of 2.8 and 5.2 mm radial
length were used. A side view of the specimen configurations is shown in Fig. 21.

3.1.2 Sins with Strunwe VYaiabd -A specimen set was designed and fabricated to
sinulate aircraft structure and allow determination of the effects of fastener material, hole size and
spacing, hole-to-edge spacing, flaw orientation, and layer thickness. The specimens are shown in
Figs. 22 and 23. In the figures, Fn, Fs, and Fl designate fastener holes with no flaw, small flaw (2.5
mm radial length), and large flaw (3.8 mm radial length), respectively; all flaws are saw slots in the
second layer. Specimen A, shown in Fig. 22, has three different hole-to-edge spacings for both the
first and second layers and has holes with flaws of two sizes as well as unflawed holes. Note that the
hole-to-edge spacings for the second layer (edge of second layer shown by dashed lines) are the
same as those shown for the first layer (solid lines). Specimen B, shown in Fig. 23, has three hole
sizes, three hole spacings, and two flaw orientations; a third flaw orientation is obtained from
specimenA in Fig. 22. One set of flaws in holes with different spacings between the holes is placed
toward the adjacent holes, since this is where the largest effect from the adjacent hole would be
encountered; another set is placed 90 degrees frm the adjacent hole to determine the effect or
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Figure 21.- Prlliminary scmein•n configuration: (A) fastener hole away from edges:
(1• simulated aircraftt u geometry with second-layer edge close to fastener.
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orientaion. Specimens were fabriated in both 4.8- and 6.4-mm thicknesses from 7075 T6 alumi-
num alloy. Titanium and steel fWan could be interchanged in the specimens to determine the
effea of fastener material. Hi-Lok fasteers with a 100-degree countersunk head (HLI I and HL19

for tianium and steel, respectively) were used.

3.1.3 1. S ce==--Four two-layer fastenr specimens (sample numbers AI4,
A3-19, B2-17, and B3-20) were provided by WLAMLLP for use in the project. The specimen config-
umrai is shown schematicly in Fig. 24, and specimen and flaw dimensions are shown in Table 1;
additional details are provided in the appendix. The "A" specimens have first- and second-layer
thicknesses of 4.0 and 2.5 mm, respectively; the "" specimens have thicknesses of 6.9 and 4.5 mm,
respectively.

3.2 PROBES

The two probe configurtion that the model showed to be the best choice for c
scans were the 45- and 90-deree angular widths with a radial lenglt of 4 mm- These probe designs
were chosen for the experiments, and the resulting probe configurations are described below.

7

1 2 3 4 7 8 9 10-- -- - -) - -) - - - ---- -- --- 4.5. ,,,. rnt

rm" \ CRACK

Fgure 24. WI.AG JP i figuration: av diid crk sizes am
iven in Table 1: fastene diameter is 6-4 mm
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In additim, a symmetrical cup-core probe was hbricated for linear raster scan experiments. Because
of the limited availability of ferrite core shapes and difficulty in machining the ferrite to desired
dimensions, the core confi aions were based on the closest available ferrite cores, which required
a minimum amount of machining.

3.2.1 85-Dege Pobe-The 90-degree angular-width probe was approximated with a
"PQ" type core with an angular width of approximely 85 degrees, as shown in Fig. 25. The center
post of the as-purchased core was too large and too far from the outer leg; it was, therefore, cut from
the core and replaced by a smaller post cemented in place at the desired radial distance. An excita-
tion coil was wound around the center post, as shown in the figure.

Sensor coils with and without ferrite cores were fabrcated; the coils were designed so
that their position and orientation with respect to the exciter core could be changed in investigated
optimum sensor locations. The sensor position shown by the solid lines in Fig. 25 is oriented to

detect the vertica zomponent of the magnetic field, and the sensor shown by the dashed lines is

4..

CORE

COIL
SENSORS(1.6 mm DIA)

A A.
6-01

Figure 25. Cross-sectional view of the 85-degree• •cg•Mt robe. Vertical and radial
s=r orientations are shown by solid and dashed lines. respsctively.
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orented to detect the radial component. The sensor could also be positioned to detect the circum-
ferential componant this orentation is now shown, but the sensor axis would be in the same plane

as, and p d to, the radial sensor axis.

For tests with magnetic fasteners, centering difficulties were encountered because of

the nonuniform magnetic response of the fastener [subsection 5.2.2(6)). It was believed that the

magnetic flux path from the exciter center core, through the fastener head, and to the outer leg (and
thus the sensor coil) produced strong coupling directly into the sensor, and thus aggravated this

problem. One approach which was undertaken to address the problem was to add conductive

shielding to reduce this direct flux path. Eddy currents induced in the conductive shield produce a

magnetic field having the opposite sign of the main field, and thus some cancellation of the main

field occurs in the region of the shield. The probe was modified by adding a copper ring concentric

with the center leg of the exciter core and located between the center leg ad the sensor.

3.2.2 31-I Proba• The 45-degree angular-width probe was appwoximated by a U-
shaped core of constant width which was cut from an E-core. The probe is shown in Fig. 26. The

width of the core outer leg was equivalent to an arc of approximately 35 degrees. The coil was

COIL

CORE

"SENSOR

Figure 26. Cross-sectional view of the 35-&-ee silient probe. Vertical and radial
So amsreho~wn bysolid and dashed i-3
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wound an the upper portion of the core, which connected the center post and outer leg. Although

this -coftno was not model4- it was reasoned that by placing the coil on the upper portion of

the core intad of the cet leg (as with the 85-de&gm probe), the induced current in the specimen

on the opposite side of the fastener would be reduced and the curent would be more localzed under

the outer leg. The same sensors as described above were used with the 35-degree probe.

32..3 1 Probe for i-neumL n---A1though the model showed the above probe

designs to be better than a symmetrical cup-cowe configuration, intpration of liner raster scan
data was greatly simplified if the probe were symmetrical and thus producd a symmetrical response.
In addition, a symmetrical probe was needed for raster scanning in order to have sensitivity to flaws

in all orientations around the fastener hole. The cup-core probe configuration is shown in Fig. 27.

The sensor coil was wound on the center post. The relatively large-diameter post in the commer-

cially available core was removed and replaced by a smaller diameter rod in order to improve sensor

resolution.

3.3 SCANNING SYSTEM

Mechanical fixturing was fabricated to adapt an existing mechanical scanning system for use
as the laboratory breadboard system. A drawing of the breadboard is shown in Fig. 28, and a photo-

graph is shown in Fig. 29. Adjustable clamps held the specimen in place and allowed accommoda-

tion of different specimen sizes and configurations. The specimen was positioned vertically, as

shown in the figure. The eddy current probe was mounted on a stepper-motor-rven rotary turn-
table, which allowed it to be rotated around the fastener under computer control. The rotary turn-

table was mounted on a linear scanning system with stepper-motor-driven motion in the horizontal

and vertical dincons to allow the probe to be positioned over the fastener. The linear motion could

also be used to perform a raster scan of the probe over the specimen surface. Liftoff of the probe

from the specimen surface was controlled by a manual adjustment.

3.3.1 -ircumferenfiaJl-RadiSn--The primary scanning mode was to scan the probe

circumferentially around the fastener as shown in Fig. 30, which is a view looking down on the

probe and fastener hole. Initially, a single scan in the direction of the arrows with the probe center

leg centered over the fastener (radial position 1) was used. (Centering was accomplished using a 5-

kHz excitation to eliminate subsurface response and by moving the probe center of rotation to

minimize the response while scanning circumferentially.) Later, a two-dimensional scan approach
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was investigated to determine if improved flaw detection and mnation fm mcatre geometry
couldbe olished using two-dimensional imaging. In order tD Sener- P two-dimensional data,
additonal data had to be taken at icreasing radii. 7Ts was accomplished by moving the probe to a
new radial position (position 2, radius R> note that the step to the new radius was exaggerated for
illustration purposes), as shown in Fig. 30. The probe was then scanned as shown by the arrows.
This was repeated for additional radii; typically, scans were made fbr 11 diferent radii in incrments
of 0.64 mm. Note that all scans are concentric about the center of the fastener.

The eddy current distribution obtained with the probe centered over the fastener
(radius R=0) is concentrated under the probe arm and near the fistener (see Fig. 8). Although model-

ing was not done for larger radii, it is expected that as the radius is inceased, the current distribution
mi under the probe arm but becomes somewhat redisributed sin the relationship between the

probe and fastener hole is changed. This results in an offset (change in dc level) in the detected eddy
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current signal as the probe is stepped to a new scan row; this offset is removed by either ruxulling the
eddy current insmrment or using a dc level removal computer algorithm. The redistribution of the

eddy current pattern does not interfere with analysis of the data since the resulting offset is removed
and since the redistribution is comistent from one fastener hole to the next. Thus, comparing the

response from one hole to another to determine the presence of flaws is based on responses having

the same current distribution.

3.3.2 Lja Raster n.--Limited data were taken using a linear raster scan. This scan

approach is simila." to the circumferential-radial scan, except that the probe was scanned linearly

instead of ruhm ntially and indexed perpendicular to the scan direction instead of in the radial

direction. The scans started at a position away from the fastener hole and were indexed so that they

passed over the hole and finally to the opposite side, as shown in Fig. 3 1. The advantage of this
approach is that it is not necessary to align the scan with respect to the fastener hole, as is the case

with the circumnferential-radial scan.

3.4 INSTRUMENTATION

Experiments were performed using both chirp waveform excitation as well as single-fre-

quency excitation. Instrumentation consisted of existing laboratory equipment. Instrumentation

setups for both arrangements are described below.

3.4.1 C &Tqjja.-Fig. 32 shows a block diagram for the chirp excitation instrumen-

tation. A chirp waveform was defined using computer software and was used to program an arbi-
trary waveform generator (LeCroy 9112), which produced an analog output of the waveform. This

signal was amplified using a power amplifier (Techron 7540) and then was used to drive the probe

excitation coil. The sensor-coil output was amplified and low-pass filtered (using the preamp and
filter in an EG&G PARC Model 5302 lock-in amplifier). The resulting signal was digitized using an

analog-to-digital converter (National Instruments AT-MIO-16F) in a personal computer (486,25

MHz). A reference waveform from the arbitrary waveform generator was also digitized along with

the sensor-coil signal The signals were digitized at a rate of lOOK samples/second. The digitized
data were then stored and analyzed on a Unix workstation computer (Sun-4). The probe scanning

system was controlled by the personal computer.
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The digitization of the chirp was synchronized with respect to the circumferential

scanning of the probe using the stepper-motor-drive pulses so that a single chirp was digitized every

degree of the scan. The scan speed was limited to 0.83 rev.minute because of the data transfer rate

from the computer memory to the disk drive for storage.

3.4.2 $in•e- Me Eyjitajtin--Experiments using single-frequency excitation were
also performed. Because of the need for multiple-frequency data (e.g., for centering and investigat-

ing muldfrequency mixing to reduce effects of first-layer structure geometry), a mulWtfrequency eddy
current instrument (Zetec MIZ-40) was used. This allowed data at four frequencies (typically 250,

500, 1000, and 2000 Hz) to be acquired simultaneously. Also, centering was typically accomplished
by switching to 5000 H-z. A block diagram of the instrumentation is shown in Fig. 33; the instrumen-

tation was similar to that for the chirp excitation. The power amplifier was used between the eddy

current instrument and probe to drive the excitation coil, and the preamp was used to amplify the

sensor-coil signal for input to the eddy current instrument. Both horizontal (in-phase) and vertical

(quadrature) components of the signal were digitized for all four frequencies with respect to the scan
position as determined by the stepper-motor-drive pulses. The horizontal component is derived from
the component of the eddy current signal which is in phase with the excitation coil voltage. The ver-
tical component is derived from the component which is in quadrature (90 degrees out of phase) with

the excitation coil voltage. The scan speed was 137 rev/minute.
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4. SIGNAL PROCESSING

4.1 CHIRP ANALYSIS

A chirp waveform is a burst of energy within which the frequency varies continuously
between minimum and maximm limits. For the experiments using a chirp excitation, the signals
were processed to obtain the frequency spectrum of the chirp and the equivalent of a time domain
impulse response as described below. The purpose of the frequency spectrum analysis was to
determine if better discrimination could be obtained between flaw signals and nonrelevant geometry
signals by examining their effects on the frequency spectrum. The frequency spectrum would also
provide guidance as to the best frequencies for single-frequency excitation experiments. The
purpose of the impulse response analysis was to determine if discrimination between flaw signals
and norelevant geometry signals could be obtained by examining their effects on the shape of the
time domain pulse.

4.1.1 Ci Enmuny Snem-The chirp excitation was an exponential frequency
sweep from 200 to 10,000 Hz. Th frequency spectrum of the chirp response was obtained by taking
the Fourier transform of the signal and computing the absolute value of each spectral coefficient In

order to make changes in the spectrum more apparent, the spectrum at the 0-degree probe position in
the scan was subtracted from the spectrum at all circumferential positions.

4.1.2 . Rwt I n--The principle of impulse simulation with a chirp waveform
is illustrated in Fig. 34. An impulse is an ideal function with finite energy that occurs in an infinitely
short time period. To the extent that an impulse can be simulated, the excitation signal is separated
in time from received signals, and received signals from different locations would be separated in
time. Since it is impossible to create an impulse-like signal in an eddy current coil, a signal-
processing approach to gain the same information was chosen. As is well known in the field of radar
signal processing (3), the autocorrelation function of a chirp is a time domain pulse with charac-
teristics determined by the duration and bandwidth of the chirp. Thus, time domain signals equiva-
lent to pulsed excitation can be synthesized by computing the autocorrelation function for data with a
chirp excitation.

The chirp responses from the experimental data were filtered with a cosine-squared
window in order to reduce ripple in the autocorrelation, and the autocorrelation functions of the
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filted chirp respose were calculated. The magnitude of the aan is then displayed as a
function of time. In order to make changes in the impulse respons more apparent, the repos at
the O-degree probe position in the scan was subtracted from the spectrum at all circumferential

positions.

4.2 DISCRETE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

Discrete frequency data were analyzed by changing the phase to look at a particular compo-
nent of the eddy current signal relative to the in-phase and quadratume components and by using
multifrequency mixing. The purpose in both cases is to help separate flaw signals from nonrelevant
signals.

4.2.1 Phas t -This approach is based on the fact that the phase of the currents flow-
ing in the specimen is a function of depth. Therefore, signals from flaws and structure at different
depths occur at different phase angles. Phase rotation can, therefore, be used to distinguish between
signals at different phases and, thus, different depths.

The phase rotation Procedure is illustrated in Fig. 35. A signal from a msubface flaw
is represented by the vector M, at a phase angle a, with respect to the in-phase axis (Fig. 35a), and
the signal from near-surface geometry is shown by M2 at a phase angle a2. These signals have com-
ponents Ii and J2 on the in-phase axis. f the axes are rotated by an angle of 9 0r - a2 as shown in
Fig. 35b, the geometry signal is aligned with the quadrature axis and has no component along the in-
phase axis (12 = 0). The flaw signal does, however, have a component (Ii) on the in-phase axis. If
only this signal component along the in-phase axis is measured (after rotating the axes), the geom-
etMy signal component aligned with the quadrature axis is minimized.
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4.2.2 Wixg-The multifrequency mixing approach uses an equation to

transform the data at the higher frequency to the same shape as the data at the lower frequency by
using all data points from the scans. The coefficients for the transform equation are generated on a

fastener hole with no flaw and then applied to unknown fastener holes. The transformed high-

frequency data can then be subtracted from the low-frequency data to remove undesired signals
(such as those from off-centering) and reveal the flaw signal provided the undesired and flaw signals

have sufficiently different responses to the two frequencies.

Separme transfo'ms are applied to the in-phase and quadrature components of the sig-

nals. The transform equation for the in-phase component is

CI=C + C211 + C3QI + C4Q2()

where 14 is the transformed in-phase signal component, I is the in-phase signal component at fre-
quency 1, Q, is the quadrature signal component at frequency 1 (high frequency), Q2 is the quadra-
ture signal component at frequency 2 (low frequency), 12 is the in-phase signal component at

frequency 2, and C1..C4 ae constants.

The transform equation for the quadrature component is

Qt = k, + k211 + k3Q, + k412  (2)

where Q is the transformed quadrature signal component, II and Q are the same as above, and 12 is

the in-phase signal component at frequency 2.

The coefficients of the transform equation are determined by a least squares solution;

for example, C1, C2, C3, and C4 of equation (1) are determined by minimizing the error function

e ( CI, C2, C3, C4) = (C + C211 + C3Q + C4Q2 - I2)2 (3)

where the summation is over all of the data generated on a fastener hole without a flaw. In this way,

the transformation is optimized to minimize the undesired effects at all scan positions. The in-phase

flaw signal is then just It- 12.
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4.3 COLOR IMAGING OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL SCAN DATA

The purpose of the color imagin was to provide a means for analyzing two-dimensional spa-
tial data taken fom ras-er scans; This apoah takes advantage of the human ability to perform pat-
tam recognition and thus provide dismnaton between signal patterns from flaws and those from
structure.

The color images are derived as follows: Fig. 36 shows a typical set of data obtained from a

two-dimensional circumfeenftial scan of fastener hole 9 in specimen A which contains a 3.8-mm

second-layer flaw. At the bottom of the figure is a strip-chart plot of die horizontal or in-phase com-

ponent of die eddy current signal verass cipcumfernial probe position for a ci scan at a

radius of 0.6. (Note that phase rotation has been applied to maximize the flaw signal and minimize

second-layer edge response.) The color image shown immediately above the strip chart is derived

from the amplitudes of the signals (such as the one shown in the strip chart) for cicumfrential scans
at each radial position of the probe. Radial position zero corresponds to the probe being centered
over the fastener (radial position R=O in Fig. 30). The narrow rectangle in the color image shows the
single scan cor esponding to the actual sipal shown in the strip chart in the figure. The color in the
image is related to the amplitude of the signal. The vertical scale in the strip chart is in relative units,
which are percent of full scale for the eddy current instrument display. The color scale, as shown at

the bottom of the figure, ranges from dark red for the most positive signal amplitude to dark blue for

the most negative signal amplitude (with approximately 120 colors in between) and is keyed to the

scale units and can be adjusted to correspond to a selected range of the scale. In this figure, dark

blue and dark red correspond to -5 and 12 on the strip-chart amplitude scale, respectively.

To the right of each strip chart is a conventional impedance plane presentation of the vertical

component of the eddy current signal plotted versus the horizontal component. The horizontal

component is derived from the component of the complex eddy current signal which is in phase with

the excitation coil voltage. The vertical component is derived from the component which is 90

degrees out of phase with the excitation coil voltage. The "+" sign in the figure shows the signal

value which corresponds to the location of the cursor at 180 degrees in the strip chart
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are described in this section. First, section 5.1 describes the results

obtained with chirp excitation. Because no significant advantages were obtained with the chirp,

emphasis was shifted to discrete frequency excitation. Experiments using the latter excitation

approach ame described in section 5.2.

In the first subsection 5.21 discussing discrete frequency excitation, the experiments performed to

determine the best exciter and senso configurations for circumferential scans are described. From

these experimen the 85-degree probe with a vertical sensor Orientation was selected. This probe

and sensr configuration was then evaluated on specimens having structural variables (subsection

5.2.2) and on specimens supplied by WLJMLLP (subsection 5.2.3). Results from the limited tests

using a linear rastIM scan am described in subsection 5.2.4, and a uable that gives an overall summary

of the test results from subsections 5.2.2 through 5.2.4 is presented in subsection 5.2.5.

5.1 CHIRP EXCrTATION

Examples of the chirp excitation wavefom (voltage applied to the exciter coil) and the sensor
coil output we shown in Figs. 37a and b. This signal was taken with the probe positioned over a 5.2-

mm second-layer flaw (180-degree scan position) in the preliminary specimen with a first-layer
thickness of 4.8 mm. The chirp ranges in frequency from 200 Hz to 10 kHz and is swept loga-

rithmically so that more time (and thus energy) is spent at the lower frequencies.

5.1.1 e= nc Smnn--An example of the frequency spectrum from an FFT of the

chirp from Fig. 37b is shown in Fig. 38. Because of the small effect of the flaw on the overall sig-

nal amplitude, the spectrum with the probe positioned over the flaw appears essentially the same as

the spectrum where there is no flaw. In order to reveal the flaw signal, the spectrum at the probe
starting position (zero degree) was subtracted from the spectrum obtained with the probe c Ym "he

flaw (180 degrees). The result is shown in Fig. 38b. The response from the flaw is more than two

orders of magnitude smaller than the overall response. The flaw response peaks at about 500 Hz,

and most of the response occurs between 250 Hz and 1 kHz.

In order to view the spectrum for a cicumferential scan around the fastener hole, the

subtracted data were converted to a color image, where the color is representative of the FFn
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spectrum magnitude (highest to lowest amplitudes represented by magenta, blue, green, and yellow,

respectively). Fig. 39 shows the results for a circmnferential scan of the preliminary specimen with

a 3.7-mm-thick first layer configured with a 5.7-mm flaw (Fig. 39a), a second-layer edge (Fig. 39b),

and both the flaw and edge (Fig. 39c). These data were taken with the 35-degree probe at a scan

radius of 2.5 mm, which is where the best flaw response relative to the edge response was obtained.

The data show some diferences in the frequency response for the flaw and edge, with the flaw and

flaw-plus-edge responses having a stronger signal (magenta) at low frequencies (approximately 500
Hz) and also stronger signals (blue) at somewhat higher frequencies (approximately I kHz) com-

pared to the edge only. Thus, for this specimen configuration, the flaw could be distinguished from

the edge.

Fig. 40 shows the spectrum for the same specimen configuration, but with a thicker

first layer (4.8 mm). In Fig. 40a, the flaw appears primarily as a magenta region between approx-
imately 150 and 200 degrees at low frequencies. In Fig. 40b, the edge also appears as a magenta

region which is somewhat smaller along the frequency axis and covers a larger portion of the scan

than both the flaw and flaw-plus-edge spectra. In Fig. 40c, there is also a region of high and low
amplitude on each side of the flaw-plus-edge-response that extends to higher frequencies and is

apparently from the probe rotation bering somewhat off center from the axis of the fastener hole.
(These data were taken before the centering procedure was based on the eddy current response and

only physical alignment was used.) Although some differences are apparent between the responses
from the three specimen configurations, they are more subtle that with the 3.7-mm-thick first layer,

and it would be difficult to distinguish a flaw from an edge using the spectrum approach.

For detection of the target flaw size (2.5 mm) through the target first-layer thickness

(6.4 mm), the differences between flaws and edges would be even more subtle than shown in Fig.

40, and the capability to distinguish a flaw from an edge would be even more limited. For this
reason, additional development of the spectrum approach was not undertaken.

5.1.2 ImJpuse Remns---An example of the impulse response obtained from the auto-

correlation of the chirp shown in Fig. 37b is shown in Fig. 41a. As with the frequency spectrumn, the

effect of the flaw on the overall signal amplitude is small, and it was necessary to subtract the

response at the probe starting position to reveal the flaw response. The result is shown in Fig.

41b.
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As with the frequency spectrum, the data were converted to a color image to view the

impulse response data for a circumferential scan around the fastener hole. Again the highest-to-

lowest amplitudes are represented by magenta, blue, green, and yellow. Fig. 42 shows the impulse

response for the same data from which the spectrum was obtained in Fig. 40. The first-layer thick-

ness is 4.8 mm, and the specimen is configured with a 5.7-mm flaw only (Fig. 42A), a second-layer

edge only (Fig. 42B), and both the flaw and edge (Fig. 42C). The flaw and edge have similar

responses (approximately centered around 180 degrees), with the highest amplitudes (magenta and

dark blue) occurring at times up to about 20 msec. (As in Fig.40, the flaw-plus-edge data contain a

response from off-centering of the probe.) Because of the similarity in responses, it would be dif-

ficult to distinguish a flaw from an edge, and thus the impulse response approach was not developed

further.

5.2 DISCRETE FREQUENCY EXCITATION

5.2.1 Evaluation of Exciter ad Sensor Confieuraions for Circumferential Scans-Tests

were performed to evaluate the 35- and 85-degree exciter configurations and the different sensor ori-

entations and positions. The purpose was to determine the best configuration for flaw detectability

and discrimination among responses from flaws and structure. The following configurations were

evaluated:

(1) 35-degree exciter with vertical sensor orientation (both air- and ferrite-core

sensors) and with a sensor coil wrapped around the outer leg (which also

detected the vertical component of the magnetic field) and

(2) 85-degree exciter with radial and circumferential sensors and with a vertical

sensor in two radial positions with respect to the exciter (all with air-core

sensors).

For simplicity, these tests were performed using a single-frequency excitation at 500 Hz, which pro-

duced the best response with the chirp spectrum (Figs. 38b and 39). Data were taken using circum-

ferential scans with increments in the radial direction to produce two-dimensional data. The tests

were performed on the simple-geometry specimens with top and bottom layer thicknesses of 4.8 and

6.4 mm, respectively And with a 5.2-mm flaw in the second layer.
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An air-core sensor in the vertical orientation located adjacent to the outer leg of the
exciter gave the best overall results. Disadvantages of the other sensor configurations were as fol-
lows. The ferrite core sensor caused additional coupling of the exciter main magnetic field into the

sensor, which resulted in excessive offset in the detected signal. The sensor coil wound on the outer
leg of the 35-degree probe produced very broad signals in the circumferential scan direction, so it
had poor spatial resolution. The model did show that a radial sensor orientation would provide an
improved flaw response compared to second-layer geometric response, but the disadvantage was the
large coupling of the main magnetic field from the exciter into the sensor (since the coil axis was
aligned with the field direction). To avoid saturation, the amplifier gain had to be reduced; and the

resulting signal-to-noise ratio was poor. The circumferential sensor orientation produced very weak
flaw signals, and the signals had a bipolar response spread over a large portion of the circumference,

which reduced the spatial resolution.

A comparison of the 35- and 85-degree probe responses (both with the air-core sensor
in the vertical orientation located near the outer leg of the exciter core) is shown in Figs. 43 and 44,

respectively, for a first-layer thickness of 4.8 mm and a 5.2-mm flaw. The figures show color
images of the responses from specimen configurations with a flaw and no edge, a second-layer edge

only, and a flaw and second-layer edge. The 35-degree probe produced a distinct positive, high-
amplitude signal polarity (red region) from the flaw and an arc-shaped yellow (lower amplitude)

region from the edge. When both the flaw and edge were present, a region of the edge response
increased in amplitude and became red. Although these patterns allowed the flaw to be distin-

guished from an edge, the signals overlapped. Also, the signals were somewhat noisy because of

the low signal levels obtained with this probe.

With the 85-degree probe (Fig. 44), the flaw response was located at smaller radii and

appeared primarily red (high-amplitude, positive signal polarity), although a small region of blue
(negative polarity) also appeared at larger radii. (The background color in these images is yellow,

since the color scale covers a different range to accommodate the positive polarity from the flaw
signal as well as the negative polarity from the edge.) The edge response (with or without a flaw)

appeared blue, is located at larger radii, and is separated from the flaw. Thus, the 85-degree probe

offered better discrimination between a flaw and an edge. Also, the signal levels obtained with the
85-degree probe were larger than with the 35-degree probe, and the signals were much less noisy.

This indicated that the model did correctly predict that the 85-degree probe produced a higher
current density deeper in the second layer (Figs. 7 and 8 in subsection 2.1.1). Based on the better
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results achieved with the 85-degree probe, this probe was selected for further evaluation. The results

we described as follows.

5.2.2 25-Degree Probe Resnlts for Structure Variables-Snecimens A and B-Tests were

performed with the 85-degree probe on specimens A and B, which contained structural variables

(e.g., second-layer edge and first-layer edge). Emphasis was placed on the specimens with the thick-

est (6.4-mm) layers, since the thicker layers represented the most difficult case. The experimental

results ar presented below in different categories according to the structural variable. The results

are for 6.4-rm layers and titanium fasteners unless otherwise designated. In the figures, the color

scale has some differences from one structural varable to the next; however, the scale is the same
for all data in a single figure. Unless otherwise designated, the data were taken at either 250 or 500

Hz and rotated in phase to produce the best results for the particular structure. As with the color

scale, all conditions are the same for all the data in a given figure.

(1) - -Data from holes 9, 10, and II in specimen A (with 6.4-

mm-thick layers) with the closest (12.7-mm) hole-to-edge spacing are shown in Figs. 45(A), 45(B),

and 45(C), respectively. The edge and the flaws are both at 180-degree circumferential location in
the scan. The edge shows up as a dark blue (high-amplitude, negative signal polarity) region cen-

tered around 180 degrees at the bottom (large scan radius) of the image. The edge also produces

some areas of yellow and orange (positive signal polarity) toward the bottom of the image and a

region of yellow around 180 degrees near the top (small radii) of the image [Fig. 45(C)]. The 3.8-

mm flaw (Fig. 45(A)] produces a distinct high-amplitude (red) region around 180 degrees near the

top of the image, and the 2.5-mm flaw [Fig. 45(B)] produces a moderate-amplitude (orange) region.

The 3.8-mm flaw produces a distinct peak in a strip-chart signal; and the 2-5-mm flaw also produces

a distinct peak, although it is more diffuse. Both flaws are readily detectable and can be distin-

guished from the edge.

Another approach to presentation of the image is to remove the portion near the

bottom, which contains much of the edge signal. The result, shown in Fig. 46, was made from the

same data as Fig. 45 but only shows the data at small radii. The color scale is also slightly different

from Fig. 45. Here, little signal from the edge is seen, and the flaw signals are distinct.

(2) Efrom holes 17, 18, and 19 in specimen A with the inter-

mediate (16-mm) hole-to-first layer edge spacing are shown in Figs. 47(A), 47(B), and 47(C),

respectively. The edge and flaws are at 180-degree circumferential location in the image. The
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signal from the first-layer edge is much stronger than that from the second-layer edge. The color

scale was adjusted somewhat to make the flaw signals more apparent. The scale ranges from 0 to

12; therefoee, the entire negative portion of the signal is dark blue in the color image. The edge pro-

duces a similar pattern as did the second-layer edge, i.e., a dark blue region near the bottom of the

image (large radii). The 3.8- and 2.5-mm flaws are apparent as red and orange regions in Figs.

47(A) and 47(B), respectively. Fig. 48 shows the same data as Fig. 47, but with the large radii scans

removed to show the flaw signals more clearly. The strip-chart signals show peaks from the flaws,

but the edge also produces a peak. The 3.8-mm flaw is significantly larger than that from the edge,

but the 2.5-mm peak is only slightly greater. In practice, consistently distinguishing a 2.5-mm flaw

from an edge may be difficult without additional signal processing.

The close hole-to-first layer edge spacing (holes 20, 21, and 22) was not tested

in the 6.4-mm-thick specimen. However, data were taken from the 4.8-mm-thick specimen, and

analysis of these data indicated that flaws would be difficult to detect with this spacing without

further signal processing.

(3) Flaw Orientation (Second-Layer Edg e-Data obtained from holes 8 and 9 in

specimen B with a second-layer edge (intermediate hole-to-edge spacing) and flaws oriented 90

degrees from the edge are shown in Figs. 49(A) and 49(B). In these figures, the flaw is at 90

degrees, and the edge is at 180 degrees. The 3.8-mm flaw is very apparent in Fig. 49(A) as a distinct

red area in the image and a peak in the strip chart at 90 degrees. The 2.5-mm flaw also is apparent in

Fig. 49(B) as a slightly orange region in the image and a peak in the strip chart at 90 degrees, but

another orange region and increase in strip-chart signal level also showed up at 180 degrees where

the edge is located. The origin of the signal at 180 degrees in Fig. 49(B) is not clear. The edge pos-

sibly was the cause, but the edge did not show up in the data in Fig. 49(A), which were taken under

the same conditions. One possibility is off-centering of the probe. Analysis of this result will

require further investigation.

(4) Adjacent Fastener Holes-Data from holes with adjacent fasteners having

closer spacing than in the tests above were obtained from holes 16 and 17 in specimen B (spacing

dimensions are shown in Fig. 23). Images of the data are shown in Figs. 50(A) and 50(B). The

flaws are located at 90 degrees in the image. The 3.8- and 2.5-mm flaws in Figs. 50(A) and 50(B)

were apparent as red and slightly orange regions, respectively, (and as positive peaks in the strip-

chart signals) even though the flaws were located toward adjacent fasteners. The spacings between
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the holes with the flaws and adjacent holes are 22.2 and 25.4 mm for the 2.5- and 3.8-mm flaws,

respectively. Figs. 50(A) and 50(B) also contain responses from adjacent holes at circumferential

locations (270 degrees) where no flaws exist. Here, the hole response is dark blue (negative polar-

ity) and can be distinguished from the positive-polarity flaw responses at 270 degrees. The hole-to-

hole spacing at this location (270 degrees) was 22.2 mm for Fig. 50(A), which corresponded to the

spacing at the location of the 2.5-mm flaw in Fig. 50(B). The spacing for Fig. 50(B) (at 270 degrees)

was 19 mm, which was closer than the spacing at either of the flaw locations.

(5) Fae ner.Size-The data described in the above sections were obtained from

6.4-mm-diameter fasteners. Fastener holes of two different diameters were also tested. Figs. 51(A)

and 51(B) show images of the data from holes 3 and 5 in specimen B, respectively, for 4.8- and 7.9-

mm fastener holes. Both holes contained 2.5-mm flaws, which were readily apparent in the image as

a red area at 180 degrees.

(6) StlEanm-The modeling predicted that the segment-core probe configura-

tion, when used with steel (magnetic) fasteners, would produce a region of high current density near

each edge of the probe outer leg with a reduced density in the center (Fig. 10). An alternate probe

design (Fig. 11) was shown to produce a single region of high current density under the center of the

outer leg. Experimental results with the segment-core probe using the preliminary specimens indi-

cated that the result predicted by the model occurred with very thin first layers, but with thicker

layers, a response similar to one from nonmagnetic fasteners was obtained. Because of this result,

and the complexity and predicted low eddy current density of the alternate probe design, the experi-

ments proceeded with the segment-core probe.

Some difficulty was encountered with steel fasteners, primarily because the
magnetic response of the steel fastener caused errors in centering the probe (using the centering pro-

cedure described in subsection 3.4.2) over the fastener. The magnetic response was nonuniform, and

in some cases, residual magnetic fields were present in the fastener. This resulted in the centering

error where the probe was actually located off true center, even though the centering procedure indi-

cated it was centered. Evidence of the centering problem was apparent if the probe were centered
when a titanium fastener was located in the hole. If the titanium fastener were replaced with a steel

one, the centering operation would place the probe in a physically different location. In some cases,

some improvement could be made by demagnetizing the fastener before centering. The spurious sig-

nals caused by off-centering would tend to mask the flaw signals.
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As described in subsection 3.2.1, the use of a conductive shield was investigated

as a means of reducing the direct flux path between the fastener head and sensor coil. We believed

that the flux path from the center leg through the fastener head and to the outer leg (as well as the sen-

sor) could aggravate the centering problem. The problem occurred because the magnetic fastener

head would make this a much more preferable path than with a nonmagnetic fastener. Variations in
the magnetic response of the fastener head would then make a large contribution to the sensed signal

through this path.

The probe was modified by adding a copper ring concentric with the center leg
of the exciter core and located between the center leg and the sensor. This did not significantly help
the centering situation, but did reduce the direct coupling of the exciter magnetic field into the sen-

sor. With this coupling reduced, the amplifier gain could be increased as well as the ratio of flaw-
signal amplitude to electronic noise amplitude.

Tests were conducted using the conductive shield with steel fasteners in holes 9,

10, and 11 in specimen A (Fig. 52) with 6.4-mm-thick layers; these holes are located near a second-

layer edge. Figs. 52A, 52B, and 52C show data obtained from these three fastener holes, respec-

tively. In these color images, the 3.8-mm flaw (Fig. 52A) showed up well as a red/orange region at

180 degrees in the scan (the location of the flaw and the second-layer edge). The hole with the 2.5-
nun flaw (Fig. 52B) showed an orange region, which looked similar to a flaw response, except it was

not located at the flaw position at 180 degrees. The unflawed hole also showed as a yellow region,
which could be caused by the second-layer edge except it is not at the edge location. Also, the por-

tion of the image from small scan radii (primarily R=0) showed a large color variation from red/
orange to blue (especially for holes 9 and 10). This indicated a large fluctuation in signal when the

probe was near the fastener; these signal fluctuations were not related to the presence of flaws.

Examination of the strip-chart signals from the fourth scan row (R=1.9 mm,
location of the small rectangle in the image) showed signal shapes resembling a sine wave. We
believe this is a result of the probe rotation being off the fastener center, as noncentered scans have
been shown to give a sinusoidal response. For an off-center scan of a flawed hole, the result was a

sinusoidal-shaped signal with the flaw signal superimposed on it. Depending on where the flaw-

signal peak occurred with respect to the positive peak in the sinusoid, the flaw may or may not be

detected above the sinusoidal background signal.
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Mixing was applied to the data in Fig. 52 using a combination of data taken at

500 Hz and 2 kHz, and the results are shown in Fig. 53. Although the scale in Fig. 52 is different

from that in Fig. 53 because of the mixing, the scale is consistent for all of the images in each figure.

The unflawed hole response in Fig. 53C is now flatter in the strip chart, as expected; and the corre-

sponding color image shows no distinct signal. The 3.8-mm flaw signal is very pronounced in both

the strip chart and color image in Fig. 53A, and it has a sharper peak than in Fig. 52A. The signal-

to-background ratio (ratio of the signal amplitude from the flawed hole to that from the unflawed
hole) was approximately 2.6 to 1. The 2.5-mm flaw also produced a recognizable signal with a

signal-to-background ratio of 2 to 1. These results indicated that two-frequency mixing can effec-

tively remove the off-centering signals caused by the steel fasteners.

5.2.3 85-Degree Probe Results for WL/IJP Specimens

(1) SWeimen A3-19-Tests were performed on three unflawed and one flawed

fastener hole in specimen A3-19. This specimen consisted of a 4-mm-thick first layer and a 2.5-mm-

thick second layer, and hole 6 contained a 2.6-mm fatigue crack in the bottom surface of the second

layer. The hole-to-hole spacing was 19 mm, which is closer than the closest spacing in specimen B
(22.2 mm). The eddy current response is dominated by the signals from the adjacent fasteners,

which produce large peaks in the strip-chart signal ( and corresponding red regions in the image) at

90 and 270 degrees in the scan. The closer spacing of these fasteners contributes to the large signals.

The signal from the flaw is present at 180 degrees in the response in Fig. 54C and shows up in the

strip chart as a definite increase in the signal level at 180 degrees compared to the unflawed holes

(Figs. 54A, 54B, and 54D). Unfortunately, because of the large signals from the adjacent fasteners,

the flaw signal is not as distinct as in the other specimens described previously because its signal

level is not greater thin the fastener signals. Other contributing factors may be that the flaw re-

sponse is reduced because the flaw is a crack instead of a notch and that more of the crack interfacial

area is located toward the bottom side of the second layer.

In the color image, the flaw does appear as a change to orange color at 180

degrees compared to the unflawed holes, which are blue to green. Thus the flaw can be detected by

comparing the response to adjacent holes but cannot be detected absolutely without this com-
parison.

Two-frequency mixing was investigated as a means for reducing the adjacent

fastener signals, but the results did not provide improvement. Because the same mix coefficients are
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applied to all of the scans in the image, the variation in response from one scan to the next may be

too large for a single mix to accommdate. A more effective approach may be to apply a separate

mix to each scan and then to combine the result into a single image. This approach is more complex.

but each mix would not have to accommodate the large variation from scan to scan.

(2) 59gdM BI%_-2-Specimen B3-20 consisted of a 6.9-mm-thick first layer and

a 4.5-mm-thick second layer. Hole 4 contained a 2.5-mm crack in the faying surface of the second

layer. This hole and hole 3, which was unflawed, were scanned. The flaw was not apparent in the

data. Possible reasons for lack of sensitivity to the flaw are the same as in the previous section, and

also the first layer was thicker than in the SwRI specimens.

(3) S ,d, I2••.2-Specimen B2-17 had the same layer thicknesses as specimen

B3-20, but the flaws were located in the first-layer countersink surface. Fig. 55 shows the data from

hole 6, which contained a 2.5-mm crack. The crack was readily apparent as the very strong positive

signal (distinct red region in the image) at 180 degrees. This was the smallest flaw in the specimen.

This flaw was detected with both 250-Hz and 2-kHz excitation frequencies (2-kHz response shown

in Fig. 55). Because the signal appears in the high-frequency response (where the second-layer flaw

appeared at lower frequencies only), the flawed layer can be readily determined.

(4) S9izj= Aj-Specimen Al-4 contains a 0.71-mm crack in the faying sur-

face of the first layer. This specimen was not scanned because it was not likely thl, the very small

crack would be detected.

5.2.4 inear Raster &m with _-= Probe--The linear raster scan approach is similar

to the circumferential-radial scan, except that the probe is scanned linearly instead of circumfer-

entially and indexed perpendicular, not radial, to the scan direction. The scans start at a position

away from the fastener hole and are indexed so that they pass over the hole and finally to the oppo-

site side. The advantage of this approach is that it is not necessary to align the scan with respect to

the fastener hole.

With this scanning approach, a large signal is obtained when the probe scans over the

fastener, and the fastener hole is very pronounced in the image. Flaw signals appear as a distortion

in the shape of the pattern from the hole. Limited data were taken in order to demonstrate the feasi-

bility of this approach.
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Fig. 56 shows images generated from a linear raster scan of the preliminary specimen.

as shown in Fig. 31; the top layer thickness was 3.2 mm. The data were taken with excitation fre-

quencies of 500 Hz and 2 kHz, and the data at these frequencies were mixed to reduce the effect of

the edge and hole geometries. The image in Fig. 56(A) is from a fastener hole with a 5.2-mm flaw at

the right side of the hole. The round spot in the image is from the response to the hole, and the bulg-

ing of the image to the right side is from the flaw. Figs. 56(B) and 56(C) are with a second-layer

edge only and a second-layer edge plus the flaw. The edge shows up primarily as a band of dark

blue, and the flaw causes a more pronounced bulging in the hole response, as shown in Fig.

56(C).

5.2.5 Su~mr of Test Resul--An overall summary of the results obtained on the SwRI

and WIJMLLP specimens is given in Table 2. The table gives the specimen and flaw characteristics

for the tests performed and states the extent of flaw detectability. In most cases, the project goal of

detecting a 2.5-mm second-layer flaw through a first-layer thickness of 6.4 mm was achieved. This

included structure geometries containing second-layer edges, first-layer edges, adjacent fasteners,

different fastener sizes, different flaw orientations around the hole, and fasteners of different mate-

rials (titanium and steel). In the case of a first-layer edge, where detection of a 2.5-mm flaw was

marginal, a 3.3-mm flaw was readily detectable. In specimens supplied by WIJMLLP, where

adjacent fasteners were spaced more closely, a 2.5-mm flaw was detected through a 4.5-mm first

layer, although the response was dominated by signals from the adjacent fasteners. In this case, it

was necessary to compare the signal pattern to those from other fasteners to determine the presence

of the flaw. In a similar specimen with a 6.9-mm first layer, a 2.5-mm flaw was not detected. Also,
a 2.5-mm first-layer flaw was detected.
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6. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A FIELD INSPECTION SYSTEM

The breadboard system configured for use in this project consisted primarily of existing laboratory

equipment, instrumentation, and computers and was not intended as a field-usable system. For the

laboratory equipment to be developed into such a system, items such as the inspection scanning

approach and procedures would need to be addressed as well as the components.

Two inspection modes were demonstrated: (1) a high-sensitivity mode that uses circumferential

scans and (2) a lower sensitivity mode that uses linear raster scans. The circumferential mode could

be used where a single scan is made at a fixed increment. but more information for discriminating

between flaws and structure is obtained using two-dimensional scanning where circumferential scans

are made at multiple radial positions. Circumferential scanning requires careful centering of the

probe over the fastener, and can only scan a single fastener at a time. The linear mode requires only

coarse positioning with the fastener located in a scan window and could allow scanning of several

fasteners at a time.

A field system, therefore, could take any or all of the following forms, depending on the desired char-

acteristics: (1) circumferential scanning with the probe at a single radial position, (2) circumferential

scanning with radial incrementing, and (3) linear raster scanning. Regardless of the form, the system

would consist of the following components: (1) probe, (2) mechanical scanner, and (3) instrumen-

tation, which are described below.

6.1 PROBE

6.1.1 Cr mntl an-The 85-degree segment probe design developed in this project

would be used for both circumferential scan modes. For durability and protection, the probe would

be potted in epoxy and mounted in a holder, which would attach to the scanner. This probe could be

used for both nonmagnetic and magnetic fasteners, but it would be beneficial to investigate an

improved probe design for magnetic fasteners that could possibly improve the centering capa-

bility.

6.1.2 For the linear raster scan mode, the cup-core probe developed in this

project would be used. A smaller version should also be designed to improve resolution. As with

the segment probe, the probe would be potted in epoxy and mounted in a holder which would attach

to the scanner.
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6.2 MECHANICAL SCANNER

6.2.1 Circumferential Scan-A motor-driven, rotating probe head for circumferentially

scanning the probe would be necessary. For the single-scan mode, the probe would be mounted at a

fixed radius. For multiple scans at different radii, a mechanism would be needed to place the probe

at a fixed radius (while scanning circumferentially) for centering and then to scan circumferentially

for one revolution at a given radius, increment to a new radius and scan for one revolution, and

repeat the process for up to 10 different radii. This could be accomplished with a cam-type arrange-

ment; the cam would be disengaged for the centering operation and then engaged to perform the

radial incrementing.

6.2.2 Liar Scan-The linear scan would require a scanning system to perform a linear

raster scan; that is, the probe would be scanned linearly and incremented in the transverse direction.

A small scanner could be developed to perform this motion over an area of several square inches; it

would be interchangeable with the instrumentation for the circumferential scan.

An alternate approach that, in concept, appears very attractive for implementing the linear

scan would be to use the McDonneil Douglas MAUS III system which is currently being developed

for WL/MLLP. The MAUS IM has a hand-held scanner, which is moved forward manually and

provides a side-to-side linear probe motion; the result is a linear raster scan. An eddy current probe

(such as the linear-scan cup-core probe developed in this project) could be readily mounted on the

scanner. Also, the system contains eddy current instrumentation and signal-processing capability,

which provide a color image of the scan area in a similar format as used in this project. Provided

that the eddy current instnrmentation and signal-processing capability of the MAUS III is compatible

with the second-layer requirements, it should be relatively straightforward to use this system as a

platform for second-layer inspection.

6.3 INSTRUMENTATION

The same instrumentation would be applied to the circumferential and linear-scan inspections.

The instrumentation would consist of multifrequency eddy current instrumentation (frequency range

of 250 Hz to 5 kHz) capable of reflection coil operation, preamp for the sensor-coil signal, analog-

to-digital converter, and notebook-type computer. A breadboard system capable of field use could

be configured primarily from off-the-shelf instrumentation for additional testing, as described in the

recommendations section.
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6.4 REQUIREMENTS FOR TITANIUM SKIN INSPECTION

Inspection of titanium alloy aircraft skin (as opposed to the 7075-T6 aluminum alloy tested in
this project) would require adjustments because of the much lower conductivity of the titanium
(about a factor of 30). To maintain the same skin depths as in the aluminum, the excitation frequen-
cies must be increased by about a factor of 30. The same probe configurations could be used, but the
coils would require redesigning for the higher frequency.

One factor could change the current distribution around the fastener somewhat and, thus,
possibly alter the flaw and structure responses. This factor is associated with the conductivity of the
skin compared to that of the fastener. For aluminum skin and a titanium fastener, the current would
tend to flow in the aluminum (where the flaw is located) instead of in the fastener because its con-
ductivity is much higher than that of the fastener. This can be seen in the modeling results in this
report. For the case of titanium skin and a titanium fastener, both materials have the same conduc-
tivity; thus the current would not flow preferentially in the skin. More current may flow in the
fastener, however, and the current density in the flaw region may be reduced--possibly resulting in a
reduced response from the flaw. Some additional study would be needed to determine the severity
of this effect.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

(1) The best flaw detection and discrimination among flaws and structure was obtained using an

85-degree segment probe with an air-core sensor positioned next to the exciter outer leg and

oriented to detect the magnetic-field component vertical to the specimen surface.

(2) Although chirp excitation was shown to be viable, it did not offer significant advantages over

multiple, discrete frequency excitation, which allowed simpler instrumentation and signal
analysis.

(3) Two-dimensional scanning using circumferential scans around the fastener and increments in

the radial direction, combined with color imaging of the data, improved discrimination between

flaws and structure. This approach takes advantage of tue capability of the human eye to
recognize patterns from flaw and defect signals.

(4) Although two-dimensional scanning is the preferred scan mode and provides more spatial

inforpltion to help distinguish flaws and structure, flaw detection can also be accomplished

using only a single circumferential scan at a fixed radius and examining the "strip-chart"

presentation of the signal. The optimum radius for a single scan was shown to be with the

center leg of the probe moved somewhat off the fastener centerline.

(5) In the bemadboard evaluation, the project goal of detecting a 2.5-mm second-layer flaw through

a first-layer thickness of 6.4 mm was achieved in eight of the nine specimen configurations

(with this layer thickness) evaluated. The evaluation included structure geometries containing

second-layer edges, first-layer edges, adjacent fasteners, different fastener sizes, different flaw

orientations around the hole, and fasteners of different materials (titanium and steel). In the

case of a first-layer edge, where detection of a 2.5-mm flaw was marginal, a 3.8-mm flaw was

readily detectable. In additional specimens supplied by W.L/MALLP, where adjacent fasteners

were spaced more closely, a 2.5-mm crack was detected through a 4.5-mm first layer by

comparing the signal patterns from adjacent holes. This was necessary because of the strong

signals from adjacent fasteners. In a similar specimen with a 6.9-mm first layer, a 2.5-mm

flaw was not detected. Also, a 2.5-mm first-layer flaw was detected.
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(6) Limited data taken with a symmetrical, cup-core probe using linear raster scans and color
imaging showed the potential for a rapid inspection that requires essentially no probe align-

ment, except to position the fastener within the scan window. Although raster scanning may

not achieve the same sensitivity as circumferential scanning, this approach would provide a

much simpler and faster inspection.
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) Validate the circumferential scan technique on a larger specimen set consisting of actual air-

craft structure. This will allow additional verification of the technique before development into
an actual inspection system. The validation could be accomplished in the laboratory with the

existing breadboard using small specimens cut from aircraft structure or Air Force NDI test

specimens representative of different aircraft structure. Alternately, a portable scanning head

for the breadboard system could be developed and used on larger specimens and on actual

aircraft.

(2) Develop a smaller probe that would provide higher resolution and sensitivity for the linear

raster scan approach. Because only limited effort was devoted to design of this probe, a

revised design should provide improved results.

(3) Investigate the feasibility of combining the linear raster scan technology developed in this pro-

gram with the McDonnell Douglas MAUS Im system (currently being developed for WLI
MLLP). This system could provide the mechanical scanning, and possibly the instrumentation,

needed to implement a high-speed second-layer inspection.

(4) Develop an improved multifrequency mixing approach, possibly using a separate mix for each

scan radius, to better remove the signals from adjacent first-layer structure such as edges and

adjacent fastener holes.

(5) Investigate an improved probe design for magnetic fasteners. The approach would be to

reduce the amount of magnetic flux that is induced in the fastener so that variations in fastener

response have a reduced effect on the EC signal.

(6) Determine the aircraft and structures requiring second-layer inspection and determine where

the technology developed in this project could be applied.
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APPENDIX

Description of WIJMLLP Specimens A1-4, A3-19, B2-17, and B3-20
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SPECIJ9V IDEWTIFICATION

11 pecime Number

Cracked Surface

1. Top Sheet, Fayin.
010 Surface

0 2. Too Shoee, CSK Surface

08 3. Bottom Sheet, OutsideSuurface (for Combination
0 7 A)

Bottom Sheet, Faying
0 6 Surface (for thickness

Combination 5)
0 5 4. Bottom Sheet, PayingSurface (for thickness

0 4 Combination A)

Bottom Sheet , Outside
0 3 Surface (for thickness

HROLE Combination 1)
0 2 - IU-BERS S. No Cracks

0 1- Thickness Combination

TOP SHEET A. Too Sheet a 0.156 a t1
"6:OUNTERS"NK Bottom Sheet - 0.100 -2

tvY 2 B. Top Sheet - 0.270 a t

Bottom Sheet - 0.176 t 2

BOTTOM W TO CODES IN TABLES I AND II
SHEET

IDENTIFICATION L - Left Side of Hole
Cracked

FIGURE 1. SPECI EN CONFIG URATION R- Right Side of HoleCracked

6-Crack Length, I=ch

S - Hole Contains Steel Fastener
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